
Zephyr and the seed 

 

Once upon a time there was a great inventor called Zephyr. He was an exciting person 

with green hair, a pointy hat and yellow goggles. He had orange trousers and an 

orange top with a rucksack on his back. 

Zephyr lived in a small house full of all his extraordinary inventions. Every night he 

loved to put his yellow goggles and brown gloves on then set off to his work shop to 

tighten bolts or think of new inventions that he had not made yet. One night he set of 

to his workshop and thought that he might put on the news for him to listen to as he 

worked.  

Just as he was about to turn off his television, the T.V news reporter quickly shouted 

breaking news: 

“Climate change has got worse than ever before. Our planets animals and wildlife are 

all dying under the immense heat.” He knew that he had already created many wind 

turbines covering vast amounts of land but that clearly was not enough. That night he 

stayed up till the crack of dawn planning the features and looks of his new invention. 

 

Zephyr was aware that this could be his biggest creation yet and he would need to 

work fast. Everyday and every night he would be up working on this incredible 

invention. People had started to get worried about Zephyr because he was usually 

outside on his sky board. Finally the day came when the clanking and banging 

stopped. Zephyr stepped out of his door and breathed in the cool breeze with only a 

single seed in his hand. Some of the people looked confused, they had all been 

expecting a big machine but they were all mistaken. Slowly, Zephyr went round 

explaining what it was. Some of the curious faces lit up but others kept their blank 

expression. Ten minutes later he was up in the air on his sky board to explore the 

places where the effects of climate change were occurring. 

 

First, he set off to the cold melting ice caps in Antarctica. When he got there he was 

amazed at all of the melting ice crumbling away into the sea. Without wasting 

another second he took out his seed from his pocket. Then he  balanced on his sky 



board and shot a frosty mist out of the seed onto the remaining ice which spread and 

restored the usual temperature and all of the ice.  

 

Next stop was the exotic Great Barrier Reef. Half an hour later, he reached the 

amazing wonder. Once again he  balanced on his sky board and shot a colourful spray 

out of the seed which spread in a familiar way. At once the water cooled and the 

amazing colour came back into the reef.  

 

One hour later, he reached the vast Amazon rain forest. Unlike the other times he 

jumped off his sky board and landed with a thud. He slowly dug a small hole with his 

hand before putting the small seed in and covering it up. He took a step back as a 

huge tree rose up, then another, then another. Soon there were trees as far as you 

could see.  

 

Zephyr quickly jumped on his sky board then set off for England. When he returned all 

of the people promised to change their ways and try and never let it happen again. 
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